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fter long searches here and there, in
temples and in churches, in earths and in
heavens, at last you come back, completing
the circle from where you started, to your
have been seeking all over the world, for
whom you have been weeping and praying
in churches and temples, on whom you
were looking as the mystery of all mysteries
shrouded in the clouds, is nearest of the
near, is your own Self, the reality of your
life, body, and soul. That is your own
nature. Assert it, manifest it. Not to become
pure, you are pure already. You are not to
be perfect, you are that already. Nature is
like that screen which is hiding the reality
beyond. Every good thought that you think
or act upon is simply tearing the veil, as it
behind, manifests Itself more and more.
This is the whole history of man. Finer
of the light behind shines forth, for it is
its nature to shine. It cannot be known; in
vain we try to know it. Were it knowable,
it would not be what it is, for it is the
eternal subject. Knowledge is a limitation,
subject of everything, the eternal witness in
this universe, your own Self. Knowledge is,
as it were, a lower step, a degeneration. We
are that eternal subject already; how can
we know it?
It is the real nature of every man, and
he is struggling to express it in various
ways; otherwise, why are there so many
ethical codes? Where is the explanation of
all ethics? One idea stands out as the centre
of all ethical systems, expressed in various

forms, namely, doing good to others. The
guiding motive of mankind should be
charity towards men, charity towards
all animals. But these are all various
expressions of that eternal truth that, ôI am
the universe; this universe is one.ö Or else,
where is the reason? Why should I do good
to my fellowmen?
Why should I do good to others? What
compels me? It is sympathy, the feeling of
sameness everywhere. The hardest hearts
feel sympathy for other beings sometimes.
Even the man who gets frightened if he
is told that this assumed individuality is
really a delusion, that it is ignoble to try
to cling to this apparent individuality, that
very man will tell you that extreme selfabnegation is the centre of all morality. And
what is perfect self-abnegation? It means
the abnegation of this apparent self, the
ôme and mineö ù AhamkΓra and MamatΓ ù
is the result of past superstition, and the
more this present self passes away, the
more the real Self becomes manifest. This
is true self-abnegation, the centre, the basis,
the gist of all moral teaching.
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You know
how important
Prabuddha Bharata is
in spreading the spiritual nectar
of the Ramakrishna movement,
the invigorating ideas of Vedanta,
and the insights of Indian values
and culture. Prabuddha Bharata
also brings you inspirational reading material on a wide variety of
topics of global interest.
You value this journal and the
cause it represents, and would
surely like to share it with others.

PBRABUDDHA
HARATA
or AWAKENED INDIA

How you can contribute:
• Gift subscriptions to your friends
and family, and encourage your
thinking friends to subscribe.
• Sponsor a subscription for a worthy
library or institution known to you,
or let us choose one.
• Contribute to the Prabuddha
Bharata Permanent Fund and
help ensure the longevity of the
journal.
• Advertise your company in the
Prabuddha Bharata and encourage
your colleagues to do so.

SHARE YOUR LEARNING EXPERIENCE !
GIFT
RABUDDHA
HARATA

PB

or AWAKENED INDIA

TO LIBRARIES

Let many more benefit from the thoughtprovoking contents read by you every month
in Prabuddha Bharata. Join the Prabuddha
Bharata Library Initiative by gifting a life
subscription to a library. You can either gift
it to the library of your choice or to the library
selected by us. Come, sponsor as many libraries
as you can and spread the ethos of Indian
Culture.
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Dear Devotees and Friends,
You would be very happy to know that Ramakrishna
Mission, Belur Math has already taken over an Ashrama
from Somsar Sri Ramakrishna Seva Mandir at Somsar village
of Bankura district to start a branch centre there named as
Ramakrishna Mission Somsar.
We thank Dr. Gour Das, Dr. Kanti Bakshi and other
respected members of the Seva Mandir for their dedicated
efforts and contribution to run this Ashrama built on the sacred
birthplace of Srimat Swami Bhuteshanandaji Maharaj, the 12th President of Ramakrishna Math and
Ramakrishna Mission. They have carried out relentlessly for over two-and-a half decades many
religious and welfare activities to serve the masses in and around this little village, named after its
presiding deity - Someshwar Shiva - located on the bank of Damodar River.
After taking over this Ashrama, we have discovered that the following works be immediately
commenced for a full-fledged branch centre to carry out its daily activities smoothly and efficiently:
1. Construction of a bigger office building besides the existing small one-room office building
2. Adding a 2nd floor having three more rooms to the existing MonksÆQuarter with only three
rooms at the ground floor
3. Construction of a new kitchen block with bigger dining rooms in place of an existing smaller
one
4. Purchasing of some additional lands and properties in and around the main land for the future
safety and integrity of the Ashrama campus
5. Installing a dedicated electrical transformer and a generator to carry out without any
interruption various welfare and office activities
6. Community Development Programme in health and education sectors:
Upgradation of our existing charitable dispensary with a better-equipped diagnostic facility
to render better services to poor and needy villagers and also to reopen the existing free coaching
centre for poor primary students of the surrounding areas along with the malnutrition programme
as soon as the Covid Pandemic restrictions are withdrawn.
For all the above activities the budgeted expenses will be approximately Rs.1 Crore (Rupees One
crore only).
Under this circumstance, we would humbly appeal to all the devotees, admirers and well
wishers to come forward to help us meet this financial requirement so that we could serve the poor
and needy villagers satisfactorily.
Your contributions may please be sent by Cheque/ D.D favouring Ramakrishna Mission, Somsar
to our address. Also you may donate online to our following bank account(for INDIAN CITIZENS
only):
A/c Name: Ramakrishna Mission Somsar, Bank Name: State Bank of India, Branch: Rasulpur
S/B Account No.: 40558782530 IFSC: SBIN0012395
After online transfer, you please send an email or write to us providing the DonorÆ
s name, full
address, mobile no. and PAN/AADHAR no. to issue the money receipt. All contributions except the
cash donations are exempted from Income Tax u/s 80G.
May Sri Ramakrishna, Maa Sarada and Swami Vivekananda bless each one of you for your
generous and benevolent support!
(Swami Amalatmananda)
Secretary
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